Lauren Hines  Suzanne Langlois
I love the latest on BumbleHive! Your pics are so pretty and springlike. Why do boys try to kill bees? I tried to save this bee in a pool from 2 little boys using noodles as weapons. I never saw the bee fly away. Will a bee even survive after being in chlorine pool, or is it useless?

Suzanne Langlois  You are a bee hero! Bees love pool water, mostly because it's so reliable (unlike a puddle, which can dry up) and abundant. They memorize the locations of water sources. Unfortunately, bees can't swim, so they drown in pools. They use sticks and leaves as little rafts in natural bodies of water. Bees drink a ton, but because they can't swim, they often prefer to suck moisture out of wet vegetation, or soda cans.
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